Camera zooms into the head of the sleeper.
Camera Flows through Around Cells.
When moth takes off to fly Clouda Floats then Zooms down toward planet to simulate falling as though moth can not fly.
Camera maneuvers through rings as though it is the moon.
Moth clears the rings into empty space.
Leaves blow to the right one then to the left of the camera - camera follows then returns to center.
LEAVES COME from Comet as its tail.
Camera passes through Comet's tail to the right — then turns toward Comet. We see now that the Comet is a tree.
Camera changes view so that the Dreamer sees themself flying with the comet.
Then as it continues with the comet a bright light enters from the right and we change back to 1st Person View.
Camera moves past the planet an on to the light.
KEEP HEADING TOWARD LIGHT
Light Pills Screen
Light Fades out as Big Zapper Comes into View